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This books presents an updated compilation on fundamental
interaction mechanisms of microbial communities with the plant roots
and rhizosphere (belowground) and leaves and aerial parts
(aboveground). Plant rhizopshere recruits its own microbial
composition that survive there and help plants grow and develop better
under biotic and abiotic conditions. Similar is the case with the
beneficial microorganisms which are applied as inoculants with
characteristic functions. The mechanism of plant-microbe interactions
is interesting phenomenon in biological perspectives with numerous
implications in the fields. The First volume focuses on the basic and
fundamental mechanisms that have been worked out by the scientific
communities taking into account different plant-microbe systems. This
includes methods that decipher mechanisms at cellular, physiological,
biochemical and molecular levels and the functions that are the final
outcome of any beneficial or non-beneficial interactions in crop plants
and microbes. Recent advances in this research area is covered in
different book chapters that reflect the impact of microbial interactions
on soil and plant health, dynamics of rhizosphere microbial
communities, interaction mechanisms of microbes with multiple
functional attributes, microbiome of contrasting crop production
systems (organic vs conventional), mechanisms behind symbiotic and
pathogenic interactions, endophytic (bacterial and fungal) interaction
and benefits, rhizoplane and endosphere associations, signalling
cascades and determinants in rhizosphere, quorum sensing in bacteria



and impact on interaction, mycorrhizal interaction mechanisms,
induced disease resistance and plant immunization, interaction
mechanisms that suppress disease and belowground microbial
crosstalk with plant rhizosphere. Methods based on multiphasic and
multi-omics approaches were discussed in detail by the authors.
Content-wise, the book offers an advanced account on various aspects
of plant-microbe interactions and valuable implications in agro-
ecological perspectives.


